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WARATAH SEED 
Space Qualification Mission (WS-1) 

WS-1 Awards Announced 

Five innovative NSW Space Tech payloads will ride onboard 
Australia’s first satellite ride-share mission, WS-1. 

Waratah Seed Consortium and Wolfpack Space Hub announced the WS!1 Payload 
Competition Winners at an Awards event on 19 December. Five cutting-edge 
technology payloads, including robotic arms, space-edge computers, materials testing 
and new solar cells will be launched into orbit to test and demonstrate viability in a 
space environment. 

Supported by Investment NSW, the Waratah Seed Space Quali"ication Mission is a 
partnership between CUAVA, the ARC Centre for Cubesats, Uncrewed Aerial Vehicles, 
and their Applications centred at the University of Sydney, ACSER at the University of 
NSW, Saber Astronautics, Delta-V NewSpace Alliance, Macquarie University, and the 
University of Technology Sydney. 

The Hon. Gabrielle Upton, Member for Vaucluse, spoke at the Awards alongside Aidan 
O’Brien, representing Saber Astronautics and the Wolfpack Space Hub, and Prof. Iver 
Cairns, Director of the Waratah Seed project. 

Professor Cairns said; 

“The Waratah Seed mission will create jobs and drive development of space-ready 
technology, services and people for our space sector. CUAVA and its partners are ready 
for the challenge of delivering the !irst Australian ride-share,”  

Amy Brown, CEO of Investment NSW CEO said; 

“Supporting space startups to get their products market-ready not only helps build a 
thriving future industry in NSW, but also equips us with innovative new technologies to 
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monitor carbon emissions, manage natural resources, support disaster response e"orts 
and provide critical earth observation data to tackle problems here on earth.” 

The WS!1 Payload Competition panel decided to award two equal "irst and second 
prizes, and one third prize in a highly competitive "ield of applications. 

First Prize equal place was awarded to; 

EurokaPower, for their next generation radiation-tolerant perovskite solar cell 
technology, and 

Spiral Blue, for an innovative space-edge computing solution for in-orbit image 
processing, which will deliver near real-time Earth observation data. 

Second Prize equal place was awarded to; 

Extraterrestrial Power, for their highly e# icient silicone solar cells technology, and 

Sperospace, who will test technology for a robotic arm with tactile gripping which can 
be used for in-orbit satellite repairs. 

Third Prize was awarded to; 

Dandelions, for testing of new materials including hemp, to assess their heat 
resistance and viability as an alternative to carbon "ibre. 

EurokaPower’s Anita Ho-Baillie said; 

“The aim of EurokaPower is to develop Australia’s !irst high e#iciency multi-junction 
perovskite space solar technology for high value market.  
Access to Waratah Seed (WS1) CubeSat will reduce the barrier for EurokaPower to 
attain !light heritage obtaining valuable !light-time and opportunities for proof of 
concept and for evaluating the stability of di"erent cell designs in the space 
environment”.  

Tao"iq Huq from Spiral Blue said; 

"We're incredibly excited to have made it to this stage for Waratah Seed. Space 
quali!ication is a must for any Space company, and we're looking forward to working 
closely with CUAVA to qualify our next generation Space Edge Computer.  

Once our technology is proven in space, we look forward to supporting national and 
commercial missions in areas as diverse as !ighting bush!ires, improving agricultural 
yields, and keeping watch over our borders." 
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Teams were selected following a competitive process involving feedback, mentoring 
sessions with Wolfpack Space Hub CEO Jason Held, and pitches to a public audience 
of peers and a judging panel. 

To "ind out more about the Waratah Seed winners and their payloads, visit https://
www.waratahseed.space/.  

About the Waratah Seed Space Qualification Mission 

Waratah Seed is supported by the NSW Government as part of their Space Industry 
Development Strategy. Working with University and Industry Partners, its mission is to 
deliver a 6U CubeSat platform aimed at providing a space"light opportunity to NSW 
space industry start-ups and selected commercial clients, generating development 
opportunities, space "light heritage, sponsorship and publicity for the NSW space 
sector in particular, and the Australian space sector in general.$  

Contact 

E: info@waratahseed.space | Ph: 02 9036 7960 

W: waratahseed.space  Linkedin: waratah-seed-space Twitter (@waratahseed) 
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